
Read each sentence, unscramble the compound word in the parentheses,

and use it to complete the sentence.
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Name :

Spelling Grade 5

1) The safest place during an is open space.   (raehtuqaek)

2) The company o!ers

(reildchca)

facilities for its employees.   

3) The

drowning.   (guradfeil)

at the swimming pool saved the woman from 

4) The kid said

bus.   (dbyegoo)

to his mom before getting on the school

5) The photographer preferred a white

photos.   (gruodnckab)

for the portrait 

6) Gavin couldn't "nd the

(hsalfthgil)

when the power went o!.

7) On New Year's Eve, people gather at Times Square for the

of the "nal seconds of the year.   (dontouncw)

8) Jenna placed the candle on the .   (ancldeticks)

9) Little Rick removed his shoes and ran

sandpit.   (raebootf )

to play in the 

10) Ms. Reese decorated the bulletin board in her

(roclassom)

.    

11) The hotel provides a

(rebotabh)

and a pair of slippers to every guest.

12) We are on I-95

(yghhiwa)

and are planning to take the next exit.
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Name :

Spelling Grade 5

13) In my sophomore years, my

well.   (ommortae)

Linda and I got along very

14) Henry included a

(sdhaabrod)

in his presentation to display the data.

15) Kelly, a

style of storytelling.   (tteellrrosy)

, keeps the children enthralled with her unique 

16) Minnie and Abigail volunteered for the community

program.   (lecnapu)

17) An underwater robot found a

Keys.   (kcerwpihs)

with treasure in the Florida

18) Marble, granite, and slate are used to make

(mtobtsosne)

.    

19) We watched an interesting series on .    (ildi!ew)

20) The teacher asked the students to

project.   (iranbtorsm)

some ideas for the

21) Yvonne arranged her clothes in a .   (itussace)

22) Nathaniel bound his to the roof rack.   (rfusobrad)

24) The little boy stood on his

(pitoets)

to reach the top of the shelf.

23) Ms. Kendall is the for this month's meeting.   (airhcerposn)
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Read each sentence, unscramble the compound word in the parentheses,

and use it to complete the sentence.
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Name :
Answer Key

Spelling Grade 5

1) earthquakeThe safest place during an is open space.   (raehtuqaek)

2) childcare  The company o!ers

(reildchca)

facilities for its employees.   

3) lifeguardThe

drowning.   (guradfeil)

at the swimming pool saved the woman from 

4) goodbyeThe kid said

bus.   (dbyegoo)

to his mom before getting on the school

5) backgroundThe photographer preferred a white

photos.   (gruodnckab)

for the portrait 

6) !ashlightGavin couldn't "nd the

(hsalfthgil)

when the power went o!.

7) countdownOn New Year's Eve, people gather at Times Square for the

of the "nal seconds of the year.   (dontouncw)

8) candlestickJenna placed the candle on the .   (ancldeticks)

9) barefootLittle Rick removed his shoes and ran

sandpit.   (raebootf )

to play in the 

10) classroomMs. Reese decorated the bulletin board in her

(roclassom)

.    

11) bathrobeThe hotel provides a

(rebotabh)

and a pair of slippers to every guest.

12) highwayWe are on I-95

(yghhiwa)

and are planning to take the next exit.
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Name :
Answer Key

Spelling Grade 5

13) roommateIn my sophomore years, my

well.   (ommortae)

Linda and I got along very

14) dashboardHenry included a

(sdhaabrod)

in his presentation to display the data.

15) storytellerKelly, a

style of storytelling.   (tteellrrosy)

, keeps the children enthralled with her unique 

16) cleanupMinnie and Abigail volunteered for the community

program.   (lecnapu)

17) shipwreckAn underwater robot found a

Keys.   (kcerwpihs)

with treasure in the Florida

18) tombstonesMarble, granite, and slate are used to make

(mtobtsosne)

.    

19) wildlifeWe watched an interesting series on .    (ildi!ew)

20) brainstormThe teacher asked the students to

project.   (iranbtorsm)

some ideas for the

21) suitcaseYvonne arranged her clothes in a .   (itussace)

22) surfboardNathaniel bound his to the roof rack.   (rfusobrad)

24) tiptoesThe little boy stood on his

(pitoets)

to reach the top of the shelf.

23) chairpersonMs. Kendall is the for this month's meeting.   (airhcerposn)
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